DATE: October 29, 1999

MACHINE: Model C Spike Driver
          Model 99C Spike Driver
          M3

SERIAL NUMBER(S): All

SUBJECT: Improved Turck Box Tee Connector - 58050004

A new style Connecting Tee, part number 58050004 is replacing the 58050003 Connecting Tee on the Turck Junction Boxes. The 58050004 Connecting Tee has a 90-degree end where it connects to the Turck Junction Box with the tee at the end of an 8" pigtail. See illustration below.

If the 58050003 Connecting Tee is bumped or leaned on, the pins in the tee may break. With the new 58050004 Connecting Tee, the DIN cables will be connected to the end of the pigtail and can be tie-wrapped to the cable bundle behind the Turck Junction Box mounting. This will reduce the chance of the tee being damaged.

When the 58050003 tee is ordered it will be replaced with the 58050004.